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Based on the structure of the Rider-Waite Tarot, this uniquely expressive deck features magical

imagery presented in deep, saturated colors. The borderless 78-card deck allows the details of tarot

scenery and symbolism to be viewed from a close, intimate perspective. Morgan-Greer Tarot draws

the reader into its evocative artwork. When laid out in a spread, the full scenes on borderless cards

create a beautiful picture.The Morgan-Greer Tarot is the first modern tarot deck based upon the

combined research of tarot leaders Arthur Edward Waite and Paul Foster Case. The Case book was

used a primer by artist Bill Greer in choosing the colors for the Morgan-Greer deck, so as to "create

an emotional reaction to each card even before the image could be looked at in depth."
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There are two different sizes of the Morgan Greer deck on  Prime. This is the size that my wife is

used to reading with. What a bargain! and with our Prime membership it was here in 2 days.

this is my first tarot deck! i havent got to use it much but it comes with an instruction guide and im

sure that will be very helpful. It just got here today, i just opened it- the box was roughed up and

scuffed but i didn't care about that much, and the size of the cards are perfect, the colors are

beautiful as well as the illustrations. the cards are glossed and i am so happy with what i recieved

today.these cards are full of personality, and i would recommend definitely for at least if you want

something pretty to look at.



This deck is borderless, the images are vibrant and colorful, and they are not so intricate that you

would get distracted, yet they remain rich in the symbolism of Rider Waite system. I get pretty

accurate reading from this deck. Highly recommended! My deck is printed in Italy.

It arrived completely smashed! It was in horrible condition. Luckily the cards were okay.

This was a gift and the person I gave this to, liked it very much.

Wow! Pictures are beautifully vivid and I find myself always picking up this deck. At first I thought I

may not like that the card stock is similar in quality to a nice deck of playing cards, but as soon as I

started shuffling and using this deck......forgetaboutit!!! LOVE!!!

This deck is a delight for those looking for traditional Tarot imagery but want or enjoy borderless,

bold cards. It is a treasure. It reads with ease and is very receptive. Shuffling is a breeze and the

cards are the perfect size. I'm so pleased with this deck...it is one of my favorites!

The artwork is stunning; even better in person.I took off one star, however, because there is a

strange smudge on the back of the cards in the upper right corner. It is present and looks identical

on every card, which makes me think that it's fingerprint of some kind on the original artwork that

was scanned.It's minor, but unfortunately I noticed it right away and so I'm quite aware of it. Could

be just my deck.
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